TECHNOLOGY – SLIP ANGLE

Bar talk
Explaining the process used to determine anti-roll bar stiffness
By CLAUDE ROUELLE

I

n previous OptimumG articles, we have
discussed how to define springs and
dampers. We then took a little detour to
talk about ‘magic numbers’, especially
anti-roll stiffness distribution, a necessary
step in determining front and rear anti-roll
bars set-up. This month, we will demonstrate
the meaning and usefulness of these magic
numbers and, in doing so, take another step
forward in understanding vehicle dynamics.
The process we use to choose anti-roll bar
stiffness is not hugely different to the one we
use to determine spring stiffness. It is a mix of
calculations and experience.
Basically, the choice of front and rear
anti-roll bar stiffnesses depends on the
answer to two simple questions: what is the
suspended mass roll stiffness that you want
to achieve, and what is the anti-roll stiffness
distribution you want?
The answer to the first question (roll
stiffness) is often quantified in Nm/deg or
roll gradient (deg/G), expressed in degree
of roll angle of the suspended part per g (g
being lateral acceleration). Experience and
statistics give us a good idea of what the
roll gradient generally is for different cars,
as shown in Figure 1.
We need to be careful here though.
The roll gradient is described here as the
suspended mass roll angle (in degrees)
rotating around its roll axis for one g of lateral
acceleration. Some engineers, however, will
look at the total roll angle, which includes
tyre deflection and compliance. In this article
we will only consider the roll angle of the
suspended mass about its own roll axis.
The roll moment is expressed as:
SMRM = SM * Ay * Δz(SMCG-RA)

Figure 1: Typical roll gradients for different types of automobile
Type of car
SUV
Most passenger cars
Sports cars
GT racecars
Low downforce racecars
High downforce racecars
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Here, in Equation 1, the roll moment is in Nm,
SM is the suspended mass (in kg), Ay is lateral
acceleration (m/sec2) and Δz(SMCG-RA) is
the vertical distance between the suspended
mass c of g and the roll axis (in m).
There are four components to the anti-roll
moment including front springs and rear
springs, as well as front and rear anti-roll bars.
To calculate the roll stiffness from the
springs, let us follow the simple reasoning
illustrated in Figure 2.
1. If you know the track and you imagine a
roll angle of one degree, you know how
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There is a marked similarity in the experimental determination of both spring and anti-roll bar stiffness

5.

6.

Minimum
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.50
0.25

much the wheel will move up. Let us call
that wheel the outside wheel. Remember,
we are not considering any tyre deflection
or compliance here. The wheel assembly is
supposed to be infinitely rigid, for now.
If you know the wheel movement for
one degree of roll, and you know the
motion ratio, you can calculate the
spring movement.
If you know the spring movement and
spring stiffness, you can calculate the
spring force.
If you know the spring force and the
motion ratio, you can calculate the force
needed at the wheel to move that wheel
up a distance that corresponds to a roll
angle of one degree.
That force will be the same on the
other wheel (the inside one), but in the
opposite direction.
Multiply these two forces by their halftrack and you will get the anti-roll torque
from the springs.

The anti-roll stiffness from the spring (ARSsp)
can then be written as Equation 2:
ARSsp = (Track2 * Tan (roll angle) * Ksp / MRsp2) / 2

(2)

Here, in Equation 2, ARSsp is in Nm/deg, the

Maximum
8.00
6.00
4.00
3.00
1.50
0.75

track unit is metre, roll angle is expressed
in degree (in this case, one degree), spring
stiffness (Ksp) is in N/m (note: N/m, not N/
mm) and the motion ratio (MRsp) is the ratio
between wheel movement and spring
movement. In this case, it is unit-less.
Equation 2 will be specifically applied
for the anti-roll stiffness from the front and
the rear springs.
ARSfsp = (Trackf2 * Tan (roll angle) * Kfsp / MRfsp2) / 2

(3)

ARSrsp = (Trackr2 * Tan (roll angle) * Krsp / MRrsp2) / 2

(4)

Front and rear track could be different, but
the front and rear roll angles are the same
since we are not considering any possible
chassis torsion or tyre deformation. Again,
at least not for now.
To calculate the front and rear anti-roll
stiffness from the anti-roll bars, we use a
similar principle to the one we used for the
springs. See the reasoning represented by the
flowchart in Figure 3.
1. If you know the roll angle and the track,
you know how much the wheels are
moving, up one side, down on the other.
2. If you know the anti-roll bar motion ratio
and the wheels’ movement, you know
much you twist the anti-roll bar.

Figure 2: Flow chart of the calculation of anti-roll stiffness from springs
Axle half-track
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the calculation of anti-roll stiffness from an antiroll bar
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Figure 4: Different methods of quantifying ARB stiffness (make sure you
use the anti-roll bar motion ratio that corresponds to the way the anti-roll
bar stiffness is quantified)
F
ARB stiffness = —
d

T
ARB stiffness = —
α

Expressed in N/mm

Expressed in Nm/deg

Motion ratios used ARB stiffness expressed in
N/mm should be expressed in mm/mm (wheel
movement / ARB arm movement)

Motion ratios for ARB stiffness expressed
in Nm/deg should be expressed in degree /
degree (roll angle / ARB torsion angle)

3. If you know how much you twist
the anti-roll bar and you know the
anti-roll bar stiffness, you know the
anti-roll bar torque.
4. If you know the anti-roll bar torque
and the anti-roll bar motion ratio, you
can calculate the force the anti-roll bar
torque creates at each wheel for that roll
angle. Again, tyre vertical stiffness and
compliance are not yet considered.
5. If you know the vertical force created
by the anti-roll bar at each wheel for a
given roll angle and you know the track,
you know the anti-roll torque created
from the anti-roll bar.
The anti-roll stiffness from the anti-roll bar
(ARSarb) can then be written as Equation 5.
ARSarb = Track2 * Tan (roll angle) * Karb / MRarb2

(5)

Here, ARSarb is in Nm/deg, the track unit is
metre, the roll angle is expressed in degree (in
this case, one degree) and the anti-roll bar’s
stiffness (Karb) in Nm/degree or in Nm/deg.
Why that choice? As expressed in
Figure 4, the answer resides in the MRarb
definition, but a little warning here; some
engineers define the anti-roll bar motion ratio
as a ratio of the wheel movement vs the edge
of the anti-roll bar arm movement. The antiroll bar motion ratio will be expressed in mm/
mm and is therefore unit-less. In that case,
the anti-roll bar stiffness must be quantified
in N/mm or N/m: force vs displacement of the
edge of the anti-roll bar arm, as shown on the
left side of Figure 4.
Other engineers, meanwhile, will quantify
anti-roll bar motion ratio as degree of roll vs
degree of anti-roll bar torsion angle (deg/
deg). In that case, anti-roll bar stiffness must
be quantified in Nm/deg, as shown on the
right side of Figure 4.

Bar testing
Anti-roll bar stiffness can also be measured
on a specific anti-roll bar test bench, as
shown in Figure 5, or directly on a Kinematic
and Compliance (K&C) test rig, as shown in
Figure 6, where the chassis is attached to the
test bench, with the springs disconnected
and plates on each wheel that move in
opposite directions to simulate a given roll
angle. The measurement of the induced
load variations, together with knowledge
of the track, will give the anti-roll stiffness
measured at the wheels.
On the K&C bench, the test can be made
with either the real tyres, or with dummy
(solid) wheels. One of the advantages of
this test is anti-roll stiffness will include all

The roll gradient is described here as the suspended mass roll angle
(in degrees) rotating around its roll axis for one g of lateral acceleration
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Figure 5: Anti-roll bar stiffness test bench with moveable arm (thanks to an adjustable rod length) on the left
and measurement of the force on the right

the compliance effects, what we sometimes
call the installation stiffness. In this case, in
simulation the value of anti-roll bar motion
ratio (Karb) will be one.
Equation 5 will be specifically applied for
the anti-roll stiffness from the front and the
rear anti-roll bars.
ARSfarb = Trackf2 * Tan (roll angle) * Kfarb / MRfarb2

(6)

ARSrarb = Trackr2 * Tan (roll angle) * Kfarb / MRrarb2

(7)

Front and rear tracks could be different, but
the front and rear roll angles are the same,
since in simplified simulation we do not
consider any possible chassis torsion, tyre
deflection or compliance. Again, for now.
There is a similarity in the experimental
determination of springs and anti-roll bars:
go as stiff as you can until the driver cannot
control the car, performance passes a peak
and /or your tyre temperatures are too high,
and/or your tyres degrade too quickly.

Total stiffness
The total anti-roll stiffness (TARS) is the sum
of the front and rear springs anti-roll stiffness
(ARSfsp) and (ARSrsp) and the front and rear
anti-roll bars anti-roll stiffness (ARSfarb) and
(ARSrarb), as expressed in Equation 8.
TARS = ARSfsp + ARSrsp + ARSfarb + ARSrarb

(8)

The suspended mass roll angle, SMθ (in deg),
will then be given by dividing the roll
moment (in Nm) in Equation 1 by the total
roll stiffness (in Nm/deg) in Equation 8.
SMθ = SMRM / TARS

(9)

If you consider a specific lateral acceleration
of 9.81m/sec2 (one g), you will get the roll
gradient in deg/g.
Let us now work the other way around.
You know your suspended mass, the altitude
of your suspended mass c of g and where
the front and rear roll centres are, so you
can calculate the vertical distance between
the suspended mass c of g and the roll axis,
and from there the roll moment for one g
of lateral acceleration.
The experience will tell you what roll
gradient you want. You can then calculate
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what your total roll stiffness TARS target
should be for that roll gradient target.

Sum of four parts
Remember, there are four components to
your total roll stiffness: front and rear springs
and front and rear anti-roll bars. You can work
on any of them, but that would not be the
smartest choice. As explained in a previous
article, the front and rear springs have already
been chosen for reasons of contact patch tyre
load consistency and the effect springs have
on ride heights and aerodynamic balance.
With the front and rear springs, you
know the contribution of two out of the
four contributors to the total anti-roll
stiffness. Since you have decided the total
anti-roll stiffness target, and you know the
contribution of your front and rear springs
stiffness, you can calculate the contribution
of the sum of the front and rear anti-roll
bars to the total anti-roll stiffness. But you
cannot determine each individual front and
rear anti-roll bars stiffness.
You have one equation with two
unknowns, which means you need a second
equation. And that is where the famous
‘magic number’ described in the previous
article becomes useful.
The anti-roll stiffness distribution (ARSD)
is the ratio of front anti-roll stiffness vs total
anti-roll stiffness, as shown in Equation 10. It
is often expressed as a percentage.
ARSD = 100 * (ARSfsp + ARSfarb) / (ARSfsp + ARSfarb + ARSrsp
+ ARSrarb) (in %)
(10)

As the springs have been previously
determined, with total anti-roll stiffness and
anti-roll stiffness distribution targets defined,
the front and rear anti-roll bars’ stiffness
can be determined. We will give numerical
example in future articles.

Practical examples
Let us then conclude with two practical
illustrations on anti-roll bars tuning.
1. When an engineer asks the driver what
the car balance is, and the driver describes
the car as understeering, the engineer has
two solutions: softening the front anti-roll

Figure 6: Measuring anti-roll bar stiffness on a K&C test bench

bar or stiffening the rear one. Remember,
playing with the front or rear springs is
not a good idea as it could destroy your
mechanical grip and / or aero balance.
To make the right choice, the engineer
needs to ask a second question: is the car
too lazy or too nervous? If the answer is
the former, the engineer will increase rear
anti-roll bar stiffness as, usually, stiffer cars
tend to be more responsive. If the answer
is too nervous, the engineer will soften
the front anti-roll bar.
2. If the driver finds the car well balanced
but lazy because it is rolling too much,
the engineer will increase the total roll
stiffness and choose to increase both
front and rear anti-roll bars’ stiffness in
such proportion that the anti-roll stiffness
distribution is unchanged.
In the next few articles in Racecar Engineering,
we will turn our attention to weight transfer
and jacking forces, two further often
misunderstood topics.
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